
Selecting the Right  

Motorized Shading System 

Advanced motorization will let the sun shine in -- exactly as 

programmed.  
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Learning Objectives  

After completing this course, you will be able to: 

•! Recognize the important factors involved in selecting the 

correct motorized shading system for a specific application.  

•! Describe the basic features and operation of motorized 

shading systems.   

•! Compare the various types of motors available and their 

uses.  

•! Evaluate the benefits of the most advanced new intelligent 

motor systems and their integration with building 

automation. 
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Motorized Window 
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•!  All Alike? 

•!  Basic Considerations 



Motorized Window Shading:  

All Alike?   

•! One of the most efficient ways to control the 

interior environment of all types of buildings is to 

motorize the window coverings. 

•! Shading systems offer glare protection, 

temperature control and interior UV protection. 

•! Motorized shading is a key component in the 

overall energy efficiency of a building, while 

enhancing the comfort and productivity of its 
occupants.  



Motorized Window Shading:  

All Alike?  

•! Pre-planning and selection of the correct motors 

and controls is essential do to specific electrical 

wiring and thus is vital to a successful project. 

•! Motors are not all alike:  they vary greatly in 

function, purpose and capabilities.  

•! When “generic” motors and controls are specified, 

the system often can not perform as required for 

the application for which it was designed. 



Motorized Window Shading:  

All Alike?  

•! Selecting the right system from the start will 

ensure maximum precision, flexibility, and 

efficiency for the building’s occupants for years to 
come.  

•! Incorrect electrical wiring due to mis-specification 

of motors and controls that do not meet the 

requirements of the project can lead to an 

extremely expensive revision to a contract after 
bidding or even after construction has begun. 



Motorized Window Shading:  

The Basics 

•! Tubular motor application began in Europe during the 

1960’s.  History says motors were developed and then 

the exterior awning and rolling shutter market was 

created.  



Motorized Window Shading:  

The Basics 

•! Entry of tubular motors into 

the U.S. began with 

awnings in the late 1970’s, 

and then led to a very 

limited introduction to the 

interior window treatment 

market.  

•! First offerings were simple – 

one motor / one switch. 



Motorized Window Shading:  

The Basics 

•! Over the next 10-15 years advances included 

controllers grouping several motors to one switch 

or operating individual and multiple shades as 
single shades or in groups.  

•! By the 1980’s various window covering 

manufactures began to look at solutions for 

motorizing all window covering treatments.    



Motorized Window Shading:  

The Basics 

•! Continued innovations 

produced today’s advanced 

products, such as: 

•! Extremely “quiet” motors 

•! Motors and controls that can 

be poled for position and 

interact with automated 

systems that respond and 

change position 

automatically according to 

pre-determined settings or 

sensor readings 



Motorized Window Shading:  

The Basics 

•! The basic system consists of: 

•! Window coverings of many different types: fabric or other 

material.  

•! Motor (12v & 24v DC & 120v AC) of varying sizes and 

strengths) 

•! Wired connections to electrical supply, controllers,  battery 

packs, wireless connections and computer connections. 

•! Controls, including various sensors, remote controllers, 

transmitters, etc. 



Motorized Window Shading:  

The Basics 

This diagram illustrates the basic system  

Motor 

Brackets 

Tube 



Motorized Window Shading:  

The Basics 

Here are some of the important factors to consider when 
selecting the motor and controls (we’ll talk more about 
these during the course):   

•! Design style, function and use 

•! Vertical or horizontal direction and speed requirements 

•! Weight of material and components 

•! Number of people who will be operating controls 

•! Configuration of the windows 

•! Level of automation, integration with building systems 

•! Energy efficiency features 

•! Visual / Privacy requirements 



Section 2  

Motorized Window Shading 

Systems 

•!Interior Window Covering 

Types that can be Motorized 



Motorized Window Covering Types 

A wide range of interior window coverings can be 

effectively motorized. 

Covering types include:  

•!   Roller Shades 

•!   Roman Shades 

•!   Panel Track 



•! Drapery 

•! Vertical Blinds 

•! Wood and horizontal metal blinds 

•! Niche products within the industry 

Motorized Window Covering Types 



•! Roller shades: a tubular motor placed inside a tube on 

which the fabric rolls up.  

Motorized Window Covering Types: 

Roller Shades 



Motorized Window Covering Types:  

Roman Shades 

•! Roman shade styles: a similar tubular 

motor is inside the tube but with a 

cord taken up on the tube to pull the 

fabric up in a decorative stack. 



•! Panel Track:  motors attach to the track to move 

panels riding in separate channels of the track.  

Motorized Window Covering Types: 

Panel Track 



Motorized Window Covering Types: 

Drapery 

•! Drapery:  motors attach to a track using a drive belt to 

move the carriers.   

Motor 

Track 

Belt 



•! Vertical blinds – motor similar to drapery track 

•! Vane widths – 3 !” and 5” standard 

Motorized Window Covering Types: 

Vertical Blinds 



•! Wood and horizontal 

blind products with 

both lift and tilt or     

tilt only functions.  

•! Rectangular lift/tilt 

motor or tubular motor 

mounted in a square 

head rail with take-up 

cords or tapes. 

Motorized Window Covering Types: 

Horizontal Blinds 



•! Niche products within the 

industry can be motorized 

with either a tubular or 

rectangular lift motor 

system. 

•! Here are some illustrations 

of some popular styles that 

can be motorized: 

•! Cellular 

•! Pleated 

•! Honeycomb 

Motorized Window Covering Types: 

Niche Products 



Section 3 

Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 

•!Types of Motors and their     

Applications 



Motorized Window Shading: 

Motor Types 

•! This section focuses on selecting the right motor 

type. The emphasis here is on roller shade tubular 

motor technology, but the basic principles are 
similar for all types of window coverings.   

•! Roller shades are commonly used because they 

are very effective in cutting glare and reducing 

heat transmission while offering an design 

sensitive and durable window covering product. 



The basic motor types include: 

•! Battery motor (12v DC)  

•! Low voltage motors (12v & 24v DC) 

•! Standard bi-directional motor (120v AC)  

•! Wireless radio motor (24v DC & 120v AC)  

•! “Quiet” motors (24v DC & 120v AC). 

•! Intelligent motors (24v DC & 120v AC). Newest of all 
motor technologies (discussed in Section 4)  

Motorized Window Shading: 

Motor Types 



•! Battery motor  

•! Radio controlled, battery powered wire free 

installation. 

•! 12v DC 

•! Limited weight and size: up to 80 sq feet and 15 

pounds of suspended weight. 

•! System consists of motor, battery pack, wireless 

switch or transmitter for control. 

•! New products include a solar cell to recharge the 

battery pack.      

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Battery 



Window Shading Motor Types:  

Battery 

Battery Motor 

Battery Packs 

Battery Motor in Tube 

Tilt Battery Motor 

in Head Rail 



Window Shading Motor Types: 

Battery 



Battery System Considerations:  

•! Recommended for residential applications or limited 

light commercial (e.g., a high window with no available 

power source).   

•! Battery life is a problem – depending on environmental 

conditions and shade size. 

•! Not a good solution if there are multiple operators 

(e.g., hotel rooms, healthcare, or restaurants). 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Battery 



•! Low Voltage  12v, 24v DC motors 

•! Allows for smaller system width for narrow locations.   

•! Ease of wiring – often an electrician is not required. 

•! Low voltage DC motors are available in Standard and 

Quiet options. 

•! Motors require individual transformers or a large 

centralized power supply to step down 120V. 

•! Note: L.V. power options consume power 24/7 and 

generate heat as a result, even without shade operation. 

•! Note: Typically requires long wire “homeruns” back to the 

centralized power supply. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Low Voltage DC 



Window Shading Motor Types:  

Low Voltage DC 

Low Voltage wiring can range from 2 to 7 

conductors depending on the 
communication or control method. 



Low Voltage DC Motor Considerations 

•! Generally Low Voltage motors can be used in the same 
applications where standard, radio, or intelligent AC motors 
are specified, as they are available in these types.  

•! Excellent motor for specialty products such as light weight 
niche products requiring low profile head rails. 

•!  Can also be used for tilt only & some lift / tilt applications 
(horizontal wood or metal blinds).  

•! L.V. motors can vary in speed, depending on the product 
weight and voltage drop from the power source. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Low Voltage DC 



•! Standard 120v AC bi-directional motor 

•! Tubular motor sizes are 1 !”, 2” and 2 !”.  Most tubes are 

2 !” – 3 !” to allow for a fabric / tube interconnection. 

•! Virtually unlimited size and weight capacities depending 

on the torque and speed of various size motors. Selection 

based mainly on weight and height. 

•! More powerful motors can drive multi-shade coupled 

systems and oversized tube product. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard AC 



Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard AC 

Limits set manually at the Motor Head 

4-Wire Power Cord 

(connects to 12/3 or 14/3)  



•! Motor comes standard with an AC power lead off the 

motor that is to be hardwired to building wiring or 

controller.   

•! There are 4 wires – 2 directional (up and down), a 

neutral and ground.   

•! This is different from standard power wiring for lighting 

and for any other electrical motor device (e.g., fan) 

because the motor is bi-directional.  

•! Motors are available in standard and quiet.      

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard AC 



Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard AC 

Great for large shades… 

…and specialty applications. 



4-Wire AC Wiring: 

•! For commercial projects – wire is 

generally run in conduit – 12/3 

wire (3 conductor / 1 ground).   

•! Residential wire is smaller gauge 

and does not need conduit – 14/3 

wire (3 conductor / 1 ground).   

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard AC 



Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard AC 

Standard Motor wired to a         

Single Pole Double Throw Switch 

Note: multiple standard 

motors cannot be wired 
together in a junction 

box, they require the 
use of a motor 

controller for separation 



Control Options: 

•! Standard bi-directional motors can have virtually any type of 

controllers available or can just be operated from a basic 

switch (as shown in the previous slide), including: 

•! group controllers 

•! individual / group controllers 

•! sensor controls, timer, sun and wind 

•! programmable controllers, which know the position of the 

shade by timing the treatment rotating on the tube from 

limit to limit. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard AC 



Individual/Group Controllers 

•! Allow multiple standard motors to be controlled together or 
individually and operated via low voltage switch or trigger 
(e.g. automation, alarm) 

Window Shading Motor Types: 

Standard AC 



Window Shading Motor Types: 

Standard AC 

Programmable Controllers 

•! Allow flexible, addressed control of any number of standard 
motors and can be linked to provide a single high-level 
communication link for control (e.g. automation, BMS). 
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Automation 
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Installed Controllers 

Window Shading Motor Types: 

Standard AC 



•! Recommended for use in any 

commercial or residential 

project. 

•! Generally in new construction 

where dedicated motor wiring 

can be installed.   

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard 



Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard 

Installations - Standard 



Standard DC Motors 

•!Available in 12v DC or 24v DC 

•!Motors can be wired together and 

switched directly or a controller can be 

added for linking with automation. 

•!No Quiet options 

•!Limits set manually at the motor head 

•!Still used for small head rail product 

and in vehicles (e.g. RV’s, Yachts) 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard DC 



Specialty standard motor controls 

•! Along with standard vertical motor 

shades, specialty std. motors are 

used for skylights or rapid speed 

motors for door shades wired into 

fire alarm systems 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard Specialty 



Two specialty standard motors are used in some 

skylights, where after closing the motors pull against each 

other slightly stretching the fabric taut. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard Specialty 



Standard motors wired to building management, 

residential and commercial using programmable 

controllers. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard Specialty 



Special controllers and standard 

motors can be used together to 

cover challenging conditions. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard Specialty 



Standard Motor Considerations: 

•! Have the ability to be integrated into a building management 

system (BMS) or another automation system when wired 

through controllers, but may not be the best choice.   

•! Wiring for standard motors and controllers requires lengthy 

“home runs” from each motor to a controller (to either a local 

or central location) or just to standard switches.  

•! Note: Motor limits are set manually at the motor head, so 

maintenance access to the motor should be considered. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Standard 



•! Wireless radio transmission 120 v AC motor  

•! Relatively new motor style (10+ years).   

•! The controller is integrated into the motor but 

separate from the power wire, allowing use of power 

off a standard plug. 

•! Motor is operated by wireless switch, transmitter, 

timer and / or sun-wind sensor. 

•! Motors are available in standard and quiet options. 

•! Multiple motors can be wired together because they 

are using 3-Wire power (12/2 or 14/2 building wire) 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Wireless 



Remote transmitters and wireless switches 

•! Not just for use with wireless motors 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Wireless 



Installations - Wireless 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Wireless 



Installations - Wireless, cont’d. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Wireless 



Installations Wireless, cont’d. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Wireless 



Wireless Motor Considerations 

•! Highly recommended for use in residential and 

some commercial installations where access to 
structured wiring is a problem.  Example: 

renovation or remodels.     

•! New controllers allow for interface of this style 

motor to building automation – with the addition of 

an automation interface. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Wireless 



•! Not recommended for hospitals or locations with 

significant radio interference. This can cause 

issues with transmission, such as delay of shade 
movement, confusion between motor and 

controller, etc.   

•! Also not recommended where inconsistent user 

interface may occur such as schools.   

•! Wireless switches and transmitters require 
batteries to be changed. 

•! Since it’s a separate device, it’s important to make 

sure transmitters don’t get lost or mixed up.   

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Wireless 



•! “Quiet” motors – 24 v DC or 120V AC 

•! Advantages are quiet operation, and computer settings 

for speed matching and alignment (only with DC).  

•! “Quiet” = 44 dBA @ 3 ft. 

•! Typically “Quiet” motors are limited to a certain lift 

capacity, where regular motors have a broader range 

of lift capacities. 

•! “Quiet” motors operate at a slightly slower RPM than 

regular motors do. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Quiet 



Installations – Quiet 

Window Shading Motor Types:    

Quiet 



Installations – Quiet, cont’d. 

Window Shading Motor Types:   

Quiet 



Quiet Motor Considerations 

•! Special wiring “home runs” can be required for Low Voltage 

DC “Quiet” motors which limits flexibility - 7 wires for power 

and data. 

•! “Quiet” AC versions offer more flexibility with 3-Wire and     

4-Wire options. 

•! Recommended for use in custom automation system 

integration for residential and light commercial installation.  

•! Proprietary “Quiet” products limit the selection to single 

supplier for all controls and switching. 

Window Shading Motor Types:  

Quiet 



Section 4  

Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 

•!Intelligent Motors and 

Networked Systems 

•!Summary of 

Recommendations 



Intelligent Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 

Intelligent motors (24v DC & 120v AC) are the 

newest of all motor technologies.  



•! Simple 3-Wire AC power cord and 

a 4-Wire modular cable (phone 

line) come standard off of the 

motor. 

•! The motor is designed to control a 

variety of motorized applications 

without the use or installation of 

secondary controllers. 

•! Motor is adaptable for roller and 

roman shades and horizontal wood 

and metal blinds. 

Intelligent Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 



Intelligent Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 

Standardized wiring and methods work 

to keep total cost down. 

•!Power and data can be run from shade 
to shade to shade vs. from each shade 

back to a central point, saving on labor, 

conduit, and wire. 

•!Standard 3-Wire AC (12/2 or 14/2) is 

used for power. 

•!Standard Cat 5 computer network 

cable is used for data communication. 

•!Employs a standard wiring topology 

that won’t become obsolete.  



•! Intelligent motors are recommended for any 

commercial or residential installation where integration 

and communication between the motors and building 

management system is desired.   

•! A network based motor system is an excellent choice 

for commercial, office, schools, institutional, healthcare 

and automated residential installations using industry 

standard wiring methods.     

•! The motor is part of a bus line networked installation 

using common RS485 communication and network 

(Cat 5) wiring. 

Intelligent Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 



•! Each motor is given a specific 

address or number.   

•! Motor limits can be set from a 
remote location 

•! Software then manages the 

precise positioning of the motor 

depending on the specific tasks 

required, such as: 

•! up / down / stop 

•! locking / unlocking 

•! intermediate positioning for sun 
tracking, timing, etc.  

•! flexibility in group settings 

Intelligent Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 



•! Motors can be poled for 

position, status, etc. by an 

automation system for 

movement confirmation.  

•! Precise programmable 

intermediate stops, can be 

automatically adjusted for 

predetermined events.  

•! Key component of system 

for sun tracking. 

Intelligent Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 



•! Precise alignment is achieved 

using an internal encoder 

measuring shade movement 

in pulses. 

•! This is a more accurate 

method of reading the motor 

vs. the timing method used by 

secondary controllers with 

standard motors. 

•! Encoder based motor allows 

for granular movements of 

the window treatment. 

Intelligent Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 



•! One of the biggest advantages to using intelligent 

motors and digital networking is the reduced cost of 

wiring.   

•! Digital networking employs conventional “off-the-shelf” 

wire and cable for power and communication. 

•! No “home runs” are required significantly reducing the 

amount of wire and cable used in an installation for 

immediate cost savings at construction. 

Intelligent Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 



•! An intelligent motor system with 

digital networking  is expandable 

and scalable to any number of 

motors (1000’s). 

•! Computer networking allows for 

integration with lighting, HVAC, 

and building automation systems. 

•! In its totality, the system can 

provide the building owner w/ 

significant payback on initial wire 

and  energy cost savings during 

the life of the building. 

Intelligent Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 



Installations - Intelligent 

Intelligent Motorized Window 

Shading Systems 



Summary of Recommendations 

•! Motorization for window coverings is growing in all 

categories of building construction.   

•! Architects and designers should consider motorization 

as an opportunity to maximize energy savings by 

precisely controlling the building’s environment.   

•! Roller shade products assist in cutting glare, reducing 

the heat and controlling the natural light within the 

interior environment. 

Motorized Window Shading 

Systems:  Recommendations 



•! Selection of the correct motor and controls is vital to a 

successful project installation.   

•! New intelligent motors bring the most scalability, 

flexibility, energy efficiency and cost savings.  

•! Motor and control function determines the best product 

that should be used in both new and renovation 

construction.  Always consider the project 

requirements for accurate wiring so the best product is 

used for the desired results.   

Motorized Window Shading 

Systems:  Recommendations 



Thank you! 

This concludes the AIA Continuing Education 

Program on Selecting the Right Motorized Shading 

System. 

Thank you for your time, and please don’t forget to 

take the test to get your AIA credit. 

Questions? www.skycoshade.com   


